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D Mail Systems is a company dedicated to innovative and cost effective solutions
for postal operators, presort bureaus, private delivery, and corporate & university
mail rooms. For over 18 years, ID Mail has gained experience in the postal industry, domestic and international, providing affordable and reliable mail sorting &
processing systems. ID Mail’s objective is simple: to create unique systems that
increase productivity and throughput while lowering costs and creating postage savings.
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One of ID Mail’s unique systems, the MAX-M, is the lowest priced OCR workstation on
the market. Created for USPS postage saving, this processing workstation for letters,
flats, parcels and small packages generates savings on almost all classes of US mail.
For example, the MAX-M can save over a dollar per Priority Mail piece when using USPS
Commercial Plus rates. It is easily configured for a single station or networked group of
multiple stations and is IMb & IMpb compliant.
When it comes to automated systems, ID Mail also has a unique line of mail sorters,
the Dispatchers, for postcards, letters, flats, parcels, packets, mixed mail streams and
“rest” mail. Comprised of three different automated sorting systems, the Dispatcher, the
Dispatcher MX and the Dispatcher Max, all provide excellence with extreme flexibility,
one-pass OCR imaging, weighing, labeling, printing & sorting with advanced software
programming. All three of these systems can be configured for incoming or outgoing mail
and/or programmed for virtually any coding needs. The Dispatcher MX and the Dispatcher Max are rugged and robust systems built for extended usage (21 hours/7 days a week).
With efficient, dependable and affordable solutions, ID Mail provides a smart alternative
to out of date equipment and hand sorting. ID Mail is also proud to offer refurbished
systems as an environmentally and economically friendly alternative. No matter how
large or small, simple or difficult the project, ID Mail will find you the best solution with
maximum savings!
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